INTERNSHIP PROJECTS SNAPSHOT

TEDTALK
WRITE-UPS

.5 ELECTIVE
CREDIT

Take notes while
actively watching the
given TedTalk
In a document, write
up a 5 sentence
reflection (noting
what stood out and
what you took away
from the video).

This internship qualifies
you to earn a .5 elective
credit!
Adrianna will share
paperwork & details to be
completed throughout the
6 weeks
Check with Adrianna if
you have already received
this credit before

INFORMATIONAL
INTERVIEWS

WEEKLY
REFLECTIONS

Each intern will be
responsible for
conducting 2
informational
interviews with two
different professionals
or college students.
Interviews should be
about 20-30 minutes
in length with 6-10
questions asked.

At the end of each
week write a brief
reflection/summary of
the work you
accomplished this
week and highlight
any key moments of
growth/learning you
experienced.
Should be 4-6
sentences.

CLUB
CHARTER
Prepare & finalize a
club charter for a PI
club at your school
Plan game days to
recruit members
during the summer
Create a sign up form
More details from
Adrianna

BLOG
POST
Write a 3 paragraph
blog post to be
published in PI's
website
Potential topics:
reflecting on your
internship experience,
why community
engagement is
important, highlighting
an experience you have
had with PI.

VOLUNTEER
EVENT
Plan out PI's first
volunteer event for
the school year (the
event will occur in
September)
Set up 30 min (or
longer) weekly
meetings as with the
other interns from
your school to plan
this event.
Use the Event
Planning Checklist
The event idea must
be approved by
Adrianna (& the HSPA)
before you get too
deep into planning
This event should also
be in collaboration
with another
organization/nonprofit
of your choice.
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WEBSITE
CREATION
Create a personal
website that will serve
as a virtual resume.
The website should
showcase all past
work, internship, and
volunteering
experiences.
Weekly reflections &
reading reflections
should also be added
to this website by the
end of the internship.

OCTAVIA'S
BROOD
Throughout the course
of the internship we
will be reading the
book 'Octavia's Brood'
A weekly reflection
(5-7 sentences long)
will need to be posted
on slack via the
correct slack channel
A weekly chapter
guide will be posted
so you know how much
of the book needs to
be read by each
Friday.

VEP
RECRUITMENT
Both school's set of
interns will be
responsible for
creating a recruitment
plan and implementing
this plan in order to
get a total of 15
students signed up for
the VEP at their
school.
Set up weekly
meetings with other
interns from your
school to work on
recruitment (VEP is
different than the
club)
MHS students will
need to work with
Adrianna and the
HSPA to learn about
the VEP before they
can begin recruitment
planning.

SHOWCASE
PRESENTATION
As a school group
(FHS will present
together and MHS will
present together), you
will be responsible for
highlighting your
accomplishments over
the past 6 weeks.
Create a presentation
to do so
This presentation
must last 15 minutes
& highlight major
projects completed
throughout the
internship (example you might want to
highlight your
volunteer event, the
book, and workshops
you found impactful -or any other
project/workshop that
you enjoyed).

